
On Your Own: An OYO story 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s call on “Make in India” initiated a lot of changes in the 

manufacturing landscape of India. Although it is worthwhile to focus on manufacturing led trade 

export model for sustainable economic growth, it is high time that we also celebrate the rise of 

new breed of entrepreneur who are demographically aligned to a youthful company. The Indian 

entrepreneur has begun taking advantage of the opportunities that are becoming available as 

hundreds of millions of netizens come to a common place virtual market through their smart 

phones and other hand held devices. 

Ritesh Aggarwal’s OYO rooms were among the first to spot the opportunity to fix the problem of 

predictability and standardization by branding the India’s unbranded budget hotel segment, 

which is estimated to be worth 88,000 crores. His innovative use of technology in hospitality 

industry, has not only won him high accolades, but also brought huge investment in the sector. 

The fast evolving travel and tourist markets are highly fragmented in terms of demographics and 

cultural norms. This shift in the emerging segment is marked by ‘individualism’ and ‘use of 

technology’. The members of this segment are self-managed and prefer to search for best prices 

with wonderful experiences.  

On 15thJuly 2015, Ritesh Aggarwal, Abhinav Sinha and their entire team were in party mood at 

their Sohna Road corporate office in Gurgoan. They had just raised Rs 630 crore from Soft Bank 

Corporation and other investors. This was the biggest investment they had received so far.This 

was an occasion for self-reflection as well as nostalgia, especially for Ritesh who at 21 was 

considered to be youngest CEO in India. His mind was flashed with the memories of past.  

Ritesh was born at Bissam, Cuttak a village in Rayagada district of Odisha. His childhood was 

very different from the other children of his age as he was not much of a social person who had 

immense love for nature, particularly for mountains. At the age of 8 Ritesh started coding 

software to respond to his inner entrepreneurial callings. The journey never stopped and he used 

each opportunity that came in his way like selling sim card at his native place. Eventually Ritesh 

became part of the Asians Science Camp held at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), 

Mumbai for pre-collegiate students aimed at promoting discussion for betterment of science in 

the region. His voyage brought him to North India for his tutelage at Indian School of Business 

and Finance, Delhi. Ritesh , formed a company during his Delhi days, called Worth Growth 

partners and became youngest CEO. He also authored a bestselling book ‘Encyclopedia of Indian 

Engineering College’ at the age of 17. During his stay in Delhi, Ritesh Started travelling 

extensively across Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, and Rajasthan and chanced upon 

staying into various kinds of budget bed & breakfast places. It was during this phase, Ritesh now 

18, launched Orawel Stays in 2011. Orawel was basically an Indian version of peer to peer 

lodging website Airbub. However, Ritesh’s search for a one time online ‘product – market fit’ 

solution for bed and breakfast travel segment was still on. By now he was almost broke having 

had exhausted all his funds in travelling and exploring experiences of various B&B places.  

The major break came in the same year when at the age of 19 he was chosen for the Theil 

Fellowship started by Peter Theil – a venture capitalist also Paypal co-founder and Facebook 



investor offering $1,00,000 over two year together with guidance and other resources aimed at 

creating a start-up by 20 under 20 college dropouts. Ritesh felt “This was amazing, that you get 

paid for no to go to college”. Back to business at 19 with the fellowship fund and learning Ritesh 

who had already had a hands-on experience of having stayed at 100 bed and breakfast rooms 

while running Orawel found that ‘ Discoverability’ is not the problem rather it is predictability 

and standardization of experiences that the customer are missing.  

With a vision to bridge the gap he offered ‘OYO – rooms experience’ to every human, Leisure 

and pilgrim traveler across 100 cities through a network of 10000 hotels. The group started in 

2013 was based on technology leverage and partnered with Greenoaks , Sequoia capital , 

lightspeed India and DSG . They invested in the company to “help build and scale the company”. 

Oyo rooms are a network of tech enabled budget hotel. The company is an aggregate of these 

hotels like ola in to their cabs. Pay less live long for free wifi , air conditioned , technology 

driven , Hassel free check in /check out designed especially for the back packers most of who, 

are mainly foreigners .The name and virtual branding of the accommodation is such that it brings 

together similar kind of people . 

OYO rooms was among the first to identify the opportunity to initiate the process of branding the 

domestic budget hotel segment, in the price range of Rs 1000 to Rs 3000.The electronic presence 

of this segment, earlier was very vague, the quality and standards seldom met the promised 

parameters. The pictures of the rooms, bathrooms, beds, on the website fell short to keep the 

intended imagery; it created in the minds of customers. OYO – is an inventory light booking site 

offering clean, air conditioned, wi-fi enabled places to stay with breakfast. Today chain of this 

branded hotel that starts with a price tag of Rs. 999/- only has its presence in across 70 Indian 

cities with an inventory of 12000 plus rooms. OYO doesn't own any of these properties, instead 

invests in marketing and management of quality improvement for the hotels under its fold. It's a 

win-win for OYO and the hotels, many of who just don't have the network, knowledge or the 

budget for smart marketing, which is why, they run empty. OYO helps them improve their 

yields. They work with small hotel entrepreneur, to standardize offerings, conduct physical 

quality checks every three to seven days, and train the staff on etiquette with a provision of cash 

benefits when customers give them good ratings. Their technology platforms handle the 

inventory, predicting and generating demand and adjusting prices accordingly. And for all this 

the firms charges between 15% to 20% as commission on every booking. Ritesh and Abhinav , 

have forged a strong partnership to build OYO, investors look forward to help them in fulfilling 

their mission of building the world’s largest technology enabled hotel network. 

Ritesh is very clear about his target users as he puts it in everyone’s mind “our vision is to 

provide a standard experience – The OYO experience to anyone, anywhere looking for a place to 

stay when not at home. The biggest addition to our room rate has come from our app. It’s 

revolutionary in its own way as it’s the first time globally that there is n app for hotel managers 

(no check in happens in without the hotel app) similar to the Uber driver app.” 

His belief is that he is building a mobile first company using more than 10 business enabling 

apps such as hotel verification, standardization audit, quality audit reconciliation and property 

performance tracers etc.that is geo-location mapped , by means of which, one can on real time 



identify and fix issues at a room, by room level. Abhinav COO of OYO room is basically a 

chemical engineer from IIT Kharagpur with a MBA from Harvard with 10 year experience 

across product and Service Company. A little senior to Ritesh, he is not only a work partner but 

also great friend to him. They together are firm that Indian hospitality industry has a great future 

and may surpass even China because of the language advantage (English Speaking ability) of 

Indians. Ritesh and Abhinav both felt today that OYO must start attempting to create a pan India 

presence, now. 

OYO has been earlier reaching out the people through short videos and films, like Jai Hind, 

Father’s day celebration and IPL final virtual contest. However in order to reach out to tier three 

cities and to popularize the brand with elderly people for whom the hotel bookings are done by 

children, OYO now chose to barge on the mass media with their campaign title “ Aur kya 

chahiye ? ”. The campaign is supported by digital radio and print medium. Recently, OYO has 

targeted on an all women space as well with their new property called “OYO-We”. This segment 

of customer consists of single woman traveler or women who are traveling to other cities for 

office work and contribute nearly 40% of OYO room’s frequent independent travelers (FIT). In 

addition to this, OYO has already ventured out to the premium segment providing luxury rooms 

to the customers.  

When asked about his future plans Ritesh says “OYO is a product that has never been built or 

attempted before anywhere in the world. “ It’s a ‘make in India’ initiative. That we take pride in. 

“At present OYO is concentrating over the huge international market potential available and 

might explore more countries when the “time is right”. OYO is not a standalone company in the 

market. It is facing competition from Zo rooms and Treebo. The segment has to consolidate in 

future but market is going to get bigger, keeping in mind current economic growth rate and rise 

in purchasing power of the customers.  

QUESTIONS  

1. Is the app based model of OYO rooms competitively relevant with traditional marketing? 

2. How does OYO room fit into the concept of content marketing? 

3. Suggest an alternative advertisement strategy to reach out to the tier three customers?  

4. Evaluate the influence of social media marketing in the success of OYO rooms?  

5. What pattern of Entrepreneurship style emerges from the story of Ritesh Aggarwal?  


